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"Innovation in the category has led to sales momentum in
major household appliances. Mid-range brands have the
highest current ownership among respondents, while
higher-end brands have elevated ownership among young
adults and higher earners. Opportunities to drive sales
growth are possible through improvements to energy
efficiency and productivity features."
- Stephen Brown, Research Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Decline in households with children can dampen spending on new appliances
Low interest in major appliances with connectivity features
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The Consumer – What You Need to Know
Cooking appliances lead ownership, while laundry drives purchase
Mid-range appliance brands lead ownership with comprehensive lines
Appliance breakdowns is top reason for new purchase
Online and in-store research helps with selecting an appliance
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Hispanics less likely to own legacy brands
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In their words:

Reasons for Purchasing
Breakdown of previous appliance tops reasons for recent purchase
Figure 27: Reasons for purchasing latest appliance, November 2016
Young adults are purchasing appliances for new features and size
Figure 28: Purchasing for new features and upgrades, any rank, by age, November 2016
Higher-income earners purchase appliances as part of a renovation
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Figure 29: Purchasing as part of a remodel, any rank, by household income, November 2016
Appliance purchases among Hispanics signal a growing consumer base
Figure 30: Select reasons for purchasing, any rank, by Hispanic origin, November 2016

Behavior toward Appliance Purchasing
Online, in-store research are common ways to find the right appliance
Figure 31: Behavior toward purchasing appliances, November 2016
Parents and young adults are more engaged in purchase process
Figure 32: Select behaviors toward purchasing, by parental status and by age, November 2016
In-store experience helps homeowners in purchase process
Figure 33: Select behaviors toward purchasing appliances, by primary residence, November 2016
Hispanics look for bargains
Figure 34: Behaviors related to promotions and warranties when purchasing appliances, by Hispanic origin, November 2016
In their words:
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In their words:

Interest in Appliance Features
Energy efficiency, flexibility, and speed drive appliance purchase interest
Interest in energy-efficiency rating leads interest in washers/dryers and category
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Interest in productivity features piques in middle-income brackets
Figure 43: Interested and willing to spend for select appliance features, by household income, November 2016
Larger households drive interest in features that boost productivity
Connectivity features spark interest among parents and Hispanics
Figure 44: Any interest (net) in capacity, speed, and connectivity features, by Hispanic origin, parental status, and household size,
November 2016
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